
folded autochthonous basement which comprises the Mio
cene, Upper Palaeozoic and Precambrian rocks is under 
NNW to NW -directed compression. 

In the eastern segment of the POC, for the Silesian nappe 
and Skole nappe, moderate and low quality data from 3 wells 
indicate SHmax orientation in a range from NNE to NE, thus 
roughly perpendicular to the trend of the nappes. For the 
basement of the nappes good quality data from 9 wells show 
that SHmax varies in the narrow range of azimuths: 5-20. 
Low quality data from the folded and unfolded Miocene 
molasse deposits in front of the orogen reveal SHmax per
pendicular to the front of the orogen. 

Generally, for the basement of the orogen, stress direc
tions create radial, fan-like pattern, with SHmax transversal 
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to the general trend of the orogenic arc. Another distinguis
hed feature is systematic counterclockwise SHmax rotation 
with increasing depth in the western segment of the POC. In 
the author's opinion NNE compression in both the nappes 
of the western segment as well as in the autochthonous 
basement of the eastern segment of the POC is produced by 
the Carpatho-Pannonian collision front which is advancing 
towards NNE, stress rotation with depth for the western 
segment of the POC is due to the compensation of Mur-Mu
erz-Zllina fault. NNW to NW -oriented compression in the 
basement of the western segment of the POC is generated 
by the other set of the plate forces acting at the West 
European Stress Province. 

Geodynamic evolution of the Adriatic-Dinaridic carbonate platform 

Vladimir Jelaska1 & Ivan Gusic1 

IDepartment of Geology, Faculty of Science, University of 
Zagreb, Zvonimirova 81Il, P.p. 153, HR-10000 Zagreb, 
Croatia 

The Adria or Apulian plate initiated rifting during the 
Middle Triassic. During the Early Jurassic, due to extensio
nal block-faulting in the south Tethyan realm, the Adriatic
Dinaridic Carbonate Platform (ADCP) was individualized 
as one among the numerous carbonate platform settings, 
separated by deeper-water troughs with pelagic sedimenta
tion. 

On the ADCP, the carbonate platform-type deposition 
persisted until into the late Mesozoic, or even Eocene. This 
included a wide array of well-individualized environmental 
and depositional sub-settings. 

Generally, of course, the deposition was taking place in 
very shallow water environment, and therefore, the ADCP 
sedimentary succession consists mostly of small-scale shal
lowing-upward cycles. However, because of the top-flatte-

ned morphology of the ADCP, both eustatic and relative 
sea-level changes produced far-reaching changes in local
to-regional environmental and depositional settings. Where
as minor, high-frequency sea level oscillations were 
reflected in local alternation of shallow subtidal, intertidal 
to supratidal facies, eventually producing a hundreds of 
meters thick layer-cake stacking of deposits, punctuated by 
short-lasting and local emersion surfaces, major (eustatic?) 
sea-level changes, especially if coupled with synsedimenta
ry block-faulting and tilting of blocks, caused intermittent 
drowning of the carbonate platform and killing the shallow 
water platform biota, or, alternatively, regional-scale emer
sions, sometimes with clayey and/or conglomeratic intercala
tions, paleokarstic surfaces with bauxite, etc. Relying on 
biostratigraphic correlation (which is, admittedly, not everyw
here equally precise), those surfaces can be shown to occur 
more or less simultaneously over the entire ADCP and can 
therefore be used as sequence boundaries. 

Miocene deposits in the Carpathian Foredeep in Poland 

Piotr Karnkowski 1 

Ipolish Oil & Gas Co., iagiellOliska 76,03-301 Warszawa, 
Poland 

The origin of the Carpathian Foredeep is connected with 
the development of the Carpathians and their foreland. This 
foredeep may be recognised as a prolongation of the Outer 
Carpathians formed in final phases of this orogeny. 

During the Lower Miocene the terrigenous deposits 
were formed in front of the Carpathians. In the eastern part 
they are approx. 3000 m thick and their age is determined as 
Eggenburgian-Badenian. In the western part the sedimenta
tion began later, during the Ottnangian-Karpatian stages. 

During the Lower Badenian the sea broke into the fore
deep. The Opolian (Lower Badenian) terrigenous deposits 

were formed, then the Bochenian (Middle Badenian) chemi
cal-evaporite deposits and finally the Grabovian (Upper 
Badenian) over-evaporite sediments with a total thickness 
of approx. 800 m in the south and approx. 30 m in the north. 

Further expension of the basin over a whole area of the 
Malopolska mainland up to Holy Cross Mountains and far 
away to the Ukraine occurred in the Lower Sarmatian. The 
thickness of the Lower Sarmatian, developed as clayey-san
dy sediments, reaches 3500 m. Within the Miocene basin 
two main units have been distinguished on grounds of sedi
mentary character and tectonic setting: 1 - Stebnik unit 
(K. Tolwinski) also called the inner unit (Eggenburgian-Ba
denian stages). Within the territory of Poland this unit covers 
only a small area from the eastern border to the Przemysl 
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where it underlies the Carpathian overthrust. 2 - Outer 
(autochthonous) unit, occurring over an area north of the 
Carpathian margin to the Meta-Carpathian Swell. The age of 
the strata is Lower Badenian-Sarmatian. Recently, J. Kotlar
czyk distinguished 3 -Zglobice unit, occurring between 
Stebnik unit and autochthonous unit which comprises the 
Badenian-Sarmatian deposits and extends from the vicinity 
of Przemysl to Bochnia. 4 - Para-autochthonous Mioce
ne unit (Badenian-Sarmatian inclusive), occurring in front 
of the Carpathians in the Wieliczka-Pilzno area. It is remo
ved from its primary position by the Carpathian fIysch. Within 
the outer (autochthonous) unit the anhydrite horizon (Mid-

dIe Badenian) and the so-called anhydriteless zone were 
distinguished. 

Another position is shown by the Badenian deposits 
lying over the Carpathian flysch. They are partially folded 
and occur, e.g. near Nowy S'!cz, Iwkowa, Grudna Dolna and 
Rozdziele. At the end of the Lower Sarmatian the Flysch 
Carpathians, together with the Stebnik unit (Lower Mioce
ne) were finally overthrust on their Badenian-Sarmatian 
foreland. After regression of the sea the waters flowed to the 
Romania where the sedimentation lasted during Upper Sar
matian and Pliocene. 

Moving Miocene Moesia or what formed the S-shape 
of the Carpathians? 

Mikl6s Kazmer1 & Istvan DunkP 
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The fixed position of the Moesian microplate relative to 
the European plate has been an axiom for Tertiary plate 
tectonic reconstructions of the Alpine chain for decades. We 
challenge these models, and suggest, that Moesia was an 
indenter pushed into the Alpine orogen from the east. The 
primary push was exerted by Arabia. Acting as a primary 
indenter, it caused westward lateral escape of the Moesian
Western Black Sea block into the Carpathian flysch ocean. 
Moesia, acting as a secondary indenter, collided with the 
Tisza-Rhodope unit, narrowing it in the centre and causing 
lateral escape bot to the north and to the south. Escaping 
secondary wedges suffered severe extension in the Aegean 
and South Pannonian domains, while belts of compression 
and arc volcanism developed at their pro grading fronts. 
Review of tectonic, biostratigraphic, biogeographic and 
geochronological data and the evaluation of the orogen-pa
rallel displacements between the Western Alps and the 
Caucasus indicate, that the Moesian indenter acted con-

temporaneously with the Adriatic indenter in forming the oroc
lines of the Alps and the Carpathians, and exerted considerable 
influence on the internal structure of the Pannonian Basin. 

Analogous elements of the Adriatic vs Moesian indenta
tion process are: 

- major strike-slip faults bordering escaping wedges: 
Periadriatic and SEMP vs Kraishtide and Maritza faults, 

- metamorphic core complexes: Tauern and Rechnitz 
vs Bekes, Rhodope, Menderes, Cyclades, 

- extensional basins: Pannonian vs Aegean, 
- accretionary complexes at the fronts of the escaping 

wedges: Carpathian flysch belt vs Mediterranean Ridge, 
- subduction-related volcanic arcs: Inner Carpathian 

volcanics vs Hellenide volcanic arc. 
The S-shape of the Carpathians was formed by accom

modation around the Pelso and Tisza indenting wedges in 
the north and around the Moesian indenter in the south. 

Three major pushing forces have been interacting in the 
P ANCARDI region since Miocene time: an E-ward Alpine 
escape, a NE-ward push of Adria in the Dinarides and a 
W-ward push of Moesia in the Tisza-Rhodope block. This 
gives a historical background to the complex pattern of 
Recent stress field in the region. 

IlIite/smectite diagenesis in Krak6w-Zakopane cross-section, 
Outer Carpathians and Podhale flysch (Poland): preliminary results 

Magdalena Kotarba1 

1 Institute of Geological Sciences, Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Senacka 1, 31-002 Krak6w, Poland 

The illitization of smectite is a diagenetic reaction going 
continuously from smectite to illite through intermediate 
stages of mixed-layer illite/smectite (liS), until the tempera
ture of epizone is reached. The reaction seems to be irre
versible, independent on time and sensitive to the bulk rock 
chemical composition and the maximum paleotemperature. 
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The proportion of illite to smectite and ordering in liS from 
shales is applied in this study as paleothermometer. 

The <0.2)lm fractions of shales from four boreholes 
situated along Krak6w-Zakopane cross-section were inve
stigated by XRD method. 

In two boreholes from the Outer Carpathians: Trzebunia 
IG 1 and Tokarnia IG 1 (the northern part of the Magura 
nappe), the diagenetic profiles of liS are similar. Only orde
red liS is present and the percentage of smectite (%S) varies 


